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Abstract— This paper presents an energy storage-aware
model predictive control approach for online mobile system
shutdown prevention that exploits the rate-capacity and re-
covery dynamic effects of batteries. System shutdown, for
these systems such as ground robotics, commonly occurs as
a result of transient loads that result in the battery volt-
age crossing a shutdown voltage threshold in the protective
circuitry. The proposed control methodology optimizes the
vehicle drive command by incorporating battery shutdown
constraints and battery dynamic effects into a model predictive
control quadratic program optimization. The proposed model
predictive control scheme is shown to extend mobile system
run-time and total distance through Monte Carlo simulation
and experimental studies of a small unmanned ground vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

The past two decades have seen the proliferation of robust
rechargeable energy storage systems, such as secondary cell
batteries [1]. Low mass, high power density cells, such as
the Li-ion chemistry have fared particularly well with nearly
at 350% increase in demand in a span of just four years,
with the worldwide demand rising from 5.4 GWh in 2011 to
24.2 GWh in 2015 [2]. Mobile systems, such as robotics and
electric vehicles, have used these new energy storage systems
for extended operation in rugged environments. However,
even with increasing power density, onboard energy storage
inherently holds a limited charge and thus bounding system
operation. In this work, we present an energy-aware control
methodology to prevent system shutdown due to energy
storage constraints. This method contributes a novel method
to extend battery life using predictive control.
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Fig. 1. Source-load abstraction of a mobile system illustrating the direct
influence of loading on the onboard energy source.

In many emerging mobile applications, such as ground
robotic systems used in rugged environments or electric
vehicles in differing drive scenarios, power demands on the
energy storage systems remain uncertain, as illustrated in
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Figure 1. As an example, power load jumps of 135W (or
58.7% of battery capacity) were observed on the battery
system of the Polar navigator robot during operation on
rugged terrain [3]. Consequently, onboard battery systems
in mobile applications remain directly imposed to power
transients.

Energy-aware control algorithms, as presented in the lit-
erature, attempt to account for constraints imposed by finite
energy storage systems [4] when issuing control commands.
Resulting from the explicit constraints in limited energy
source applications, researchers have advocated for such
schemes as model predictive control (MPC), dynamic pro-
gramming, or constrained global optimization methodologies
which directly account for state restrictions [5]. In [6], graph
theory optimization is employed to minimize energy drawn
from the battery system while traversing between waypoints.
However, minimization of energy consumption does not
prevent mobile system shutdown [7]. For small unmanned
ground vehicles, unexpected vehicle shutdown commonly
results from transient power demands [8].

II. ENERGY-STORAGE CONTROL FRAMEWORK

Mobile systems operating in unstructured environments
encounter diverse load profiles due to varied terrain and
operating modes [9], [10]. Additionally, for many small-scale
mobile systems, the battery remains the sole onboard energy
source due to increasing battery energy densities [11]. To
extend system life, the remaining discussion introduces a
predictive control algorithm that integrates both load/battery
dynamics to dynamically constrain load demands and pre-
vent premature system shutdown. Using the time-varying
MPC framework and load forecasts, a constrained quadratic
program can be performed to determine the optimal vehicle
command profile for locomotion that accounts for battery
dynamics.

For battery systems regulated by battery management
systems (BMS), system shutdown occurs as a result of
the battery terminal voltage dipping below the designed
shutdown voltage [12]. Battery terminal voltage varies as
a result of both loading conditions and the internal electro-
chemical diffusion process. Ohmic losses, due to internal cell
resistance, lead to immediate changes in terminal voltage,
given a load, while internal polarization of ions leads to a
recovery effect where the terminal voltage will dynamically
recover after loading. Additionally, the rate-capacity effect,
that manifests as a result of both Ohmic losses and internal
diffusion resistance, results in a decrease in apparent battery
energy for larger current loads [12].
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Due to rate-capacity/recovery effects and ohmic terminal
voltage changes, knowledge of the battery dynamics can be
used to optimize a constrained control trajectory that prevents
terminal voltage from crossing a threshold. For small-scale
ground vehicles, locomotion dominates load requirements in
both magnitude and variability [3]. As such, an integrated
drive train model remains necessary to link vehicle maneuver
commands to battery terminal voltage effects. This under-
standing is critical, as 2.9% changes in power loads could
result in system shutdown, shown through experimental data
in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Experimental data illustrating a 2.9% load difference resulting in
system shutdown for a small grid system with 1.5 A-h NiMH battery.

To prevent premature system shutdown with both knowl-
edge of the integrated drivetrain dynamics and a load fore-
cast, the nonlinear control scheme must account for the
battery terminal voltage constraint. Time-varying model-
predictive control (MPC) is a receding horizon control
scheme that accounts for system constraints. Unlike lin-
ear/robust control techniques, MPC accounts for hard con-
straints through constrained optimizations that allow the
controller to account for rigid constraints, such as battery
shutdown [13].
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Fig. 3. An energy-aware predictive control scheme should adjust desired
commands to prevent system shutdown.

With an integrated drivetrain model and a predictive model
of loading, a time-varying MPC scheme can be setup to
optimize a vehicles commands while preventing transient
shutdown. In a simplified case where the vehicle travels only
longitudinally at a constant desired velocity, see Figure 3, the
MPC scheme could decrease current loads by attenuating
vehicle velocity. In the more general case with variable
loading due to unstructured terrain, the loading process
must also be characterized for prediction [14]. Resultantly, a
source-aware control scheme is proposed that utilizes online
load characterization coupled with time-varying MPC for

shutdown prevention control.

III. SOURCE-LOAD DRIVETRAIN MODEL

The dynamic effects and relationships between the drive
commands and power requirements remain necessary to
prevent premature system shutdown due to energy storage
exhaustion [10]. In the following section, a unidirectional
drivetrain model, shown in Figure 4, for a robotic ground
vehicle is presented.
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Fig. 4. Integrated drivetrain model coupling Thévenin equivalent circuit
model representation of the general electrochemical battery and longitudinal
drive dynamics

A. Battery Dynamics

Due to the nonlinear characteristics of battery systems,
such as the nonlinear relationship between state-of-charge
(SOC) and open circuit battery voltage and diffusion-related
voltage recovery effects [12], computationally efficient mod-
eling of batteries systems remains challenging especially
with non-constant power loads. Most notably, the apparent
energy capacity of a battery will change with respect to
changing power loads which is known as the rate-capacity ef-
fect [12]. These nonlinear discharge effects remain essential
for prediction of battery shutdown conditions under variable
loading conditions [12].

For general electrochemical battery systems, the open
circuit voltage, Voc, is related to the remaining charge on
the cell, qB , through a nonlinear mapping Voc = Γ(q̄), see
Figure 4. This nonlinear mapping is known as the discharge
curve and varies according to battery chemistry, cell age,
and power loads [12]. Generally, the current battery charge
is normalized via the maximum cell charge, q0, to provide
the battery state-of-charge measure, SOC = qB/q0× 100%.

The nonlinear state space equations for both the diffusion
voltage, VD , and normalized charge, which are both driven
by the battery current, IL, are defined, as follows,

V̇D = −
1

RPCD

VD +
1

CD

IL (1)

˙̄q = −
1

q0RD

Γ(q̄)−
1

q0
IL (2)

where RP , and RD, represent the polarizing resistance and
the internal dissipative resistances of the cells, respectively.

Computing the battery terminal voltage is defined through
the following nonlinear output equation,

VB = Γ(q̄)− VD − RIIL (3)
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where RI is the cell internal resistance.
The lumped parameters can be identified via pulsed

charge/discharge cycles on a battery pack [15]. While for the
purposes of this study, the lumped parameters are assumed
to be constant, actual parameters varying with accordance to
battery age and current SOC [15].

B. Longitudinal Vehicle Drivetrain

The relationship between mobile system locomotion and
power demands remain linked via the vehicle drive train.
For the validation simulations and experiments, the mobile
system was assumed to be a small UGV system. To simplify
the potential complexity of terrain interaction, the UGV was
assumed to drive with no-slip conditions and the vehicle
drivetrain was restricted to only longitudinal motion. Addi-
tionally, the motor drive was modeled as a simple DC motor
with no gear backlash as the nonlinearities in this study focus
on the battery discharge process.

The UGV drive train was lumped into a single DC
motor/wheel to further simplify analysis. The UGV wheel
on this motor experiences only rolling resistance during
locomotion. The motor dynamics coupled with the UGV
motion are given as follows,

i̇m =
1

Lm

Vm −
Rm

Lm

im −
Kv

rwLm

(4)

v̇x = −
bw

mvr2w
vx +

Kt

mvrw
im − gf(i)sgnvx (5)

where im is the motor current, Rm is the motor terminal
resistance, Lm is the motor terminal inductance, and Kv

and Kt are the motor speed and motor torque constants,
respectively. The motor voltage, vm, serves as the motor
input.

The torque produced by the motor drives the UGV against
the rolling resistance. For this study, rolling resistance was
presumed to be able to fluctuate between different discrete
values representing different terrain types. This process was
modeled via a Markov process representing stochastic terrain
behavior that has been observed [10]. The vehicle param-
eters, in (4)-(5), include the vehicle mass, mv, the wheel
radius rw , the drivetrain damping, bw, and the extant rolling
resistance, f(i). The parameter, i, allows for the discrete
jumps between rolling resistance indicating an abrupt tran-
sition to different terrain.

C. Source-Load Integrated Drivetrain

The process that links the drivetrain and energy storage
through voltage regulation is a power converter, shown
schematically in Fig. 4. While typically multiple power
converters, such as battery management systems (BMS) and
motor drivers, are used in conjunction, the power conversion
process for this study is consolidated to a single averaged-
value converter [12].

The DC-DC buck converter reduces battery voltages and
allows for motor voltage control. These converters require
pulse-width modulation (PWM) to control the power elec-
tronics switches through the PWM duty cycle [0-100%].

As the switching dynamics of the power converter remain
several orders of magnitude above the slower battery/UGV
dynamics, the fast average approximation further simplifies
analysis [14]. Fast averaging of the PWM dynamics produces
an average-value DC-DC buck converter approximation with
input/output voltage and current defined as,

Vm = VB × u(t) (6)

ib = im × u(t) (7)

where u(t) is the PWM duty cycle. The PWM converter
relationships of (6)-(7) link the battery dynamics of equations
(1)-(2) and the ground robot drivetrain dynamics (4)-(5).
Combining these equations produces the integrated drivetrain
and battery UGV model, given as follows,

i̇m = −
Kv

rwLm

vx −
Rm

Lm

im +
1

Lm

[Γ(q̄)− VD]u(t) (8)

−
RI

Lm

imu2(t) (9)

v̇x = −
bw

mvr2w
vx +

Kt

mvrw
im − gf(i)sgnvx (10)

V̇D = −
1

RpCD

VD +
1

CD

imu(t) +
1

CD

id(t) (11)

˙̄q = −
1

q0RD

Γ(q̄) +
1

q0
imu(t) +

1

q0
id(t). (12)

The source-aware control scheme requires two outputs of
interest: vehicle velocity, vx, and battery terminal voltage,
VB . The velocity output allows for desired vehicle speed
control, while the terminal battery voltage output allows for
battery shutdown prevention. The output equation for the
integrated drivetrain incorporates (3) and the velocity state
of 10 as follows, y(t) = (vx VB)

T .

IV. ENERGY-STORAGE PREDICTIVE CONTROL

To extend system operation beyond standard control oper-
ation permits, an energy-storage aware control scheme can
adjust system performance to account for battery conditions.
Time-varying MPC allows for hard constraints by performing
a constrained optimization during each control time step
over a finite prediction horizon [13]. The resulting sub-
optimal control trajectory determines the next controller
output during that time step. While many nonlinear MPC
methods exist, to formulate an efficient optimization for
online applications, one possible MPC scheme is to reduce
the optimization to a quadratic program which requires both
a linear and discrete system plant [13].

The integrated drivetrain model contains inherent nonlin-
earities from the battery electrochemical model. Since the
model predictive control scheme must account for different
operating regions over the predictive horizon [8], lineariza-
tion and discretization of (8)-(12) over time will produce
a time-varying linear approximation [13]. Euler linearization
of equations (8)-(12) produces, xk+1 = f(xk, uk, dk), where
dk is the changing terrain, f(i) and k is the time step.

For clarity of notation, the perturbation variables over
the MPC prediction horizon, N , are expressed using bold
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Fig. 5. Energy-aware model-predictive controller with battery voltage
constraints to prevent shutdown.

notation. Resultantly, δx = [xk,xk+1, ...,xk+N+1], δu =
[uk,uk+1, ...,uk+N+1], δy = [yk,yk+1, ...,yk+N+1], and
δd = [dk,dk+1, ...,dk+N+1]. In this work, the reference ve-
locity over the prediction horizon (rk:k+N+1) is assumed to
be constant and equivalent to the current velocity command.
The state and output equations over the linear trajectory can
be expressed, as follows,

δx = Âδxk + B̂δu+ Êδd (13)

δy = Ĉδxk + D̂δu+ F̂ δd (14)

where Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂, Ê, F̂ are the recursive matrices that
result from the linear trajectory and δxk is the current state
at time k [13].

With the discrete time-varying linear equations, a quadratic
program optimization can be formulated to minimize ve-
locity errors subject to the battery voltage constraints. For
the energy-aware system that uses DC-DC converter power
electronics and a NiMH battery pack, the MPC optimization
contains both input and output constraints. The DC-DC
converter control input is constrained by the PWM duty
cycle between 0-100%. Additionally, as discussed, the output
battery terminal voltage must remain constrained above the
threshold shutdown voltage. Drive-train loads are character-
ized using the methods discussed in [10] and used for the
MPC prediction horizon. The energy aware-control scheme
with the PWM and terminal voltage constraints is illustrated
in Fig. 5.

The QP optimization introduced above must be solved
each control step, k, during system operation with weight
matrix, Q̂. The solution to the QP optimization results in
the PWM duty cycle input for the subsequent time step,
δuk, that ensures battery terminal voltage remains above
the shutdown voltage threshold. The energy-aware MPC
algorithm is summarized, as follows:

1) Generate trajectories for linearization, x0, with the
desired command trajectory, u0 over the MPC horizon,
N

2) Linearize (8)-(12) about the x0 trajectory yielding
equations (13)-(14)

3) Solve the quadratic program for δu,

min
δu

. Jk = δuT
[

B̂T Q̂B̂ + R̂
]

δu

+ 2
[

Âδxk + Êδd
]T

Q̂B̂δu

subject to D̂δu ≤ ȳ − y0
− Ĉδxk − Êδd

−D̂δu ≤ y0 + Ĉδxk + Êδd

IN×Nδu ≤ ū− u0

−IN×Nδu ≤ ū− u0

4) Apply the optimal control, δu∗

k at time, k, as the motor
PWM duty cycle

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION STUDY

To study operation time gains for a ground robotic system
with an energy-aware control system, Monte Carlo simula-
tion studies we conducted to evaluate potential system failure
times. The simulation study consists of a ground vehicle
operating under teleoperation driving on two types of terrain
(high/low power requirements). To serve as a baseline case,
direct vehicle control (DVC) with no duty cycle restrictions
is employed. The energy-aware MPC control scheme was
implemented to constrain the battery terminal voltage above
a shutdown voltage of VSD = 9.5 V. Results from a single
simulation result of the MPC scheme preventing transient
shutdown are summarized in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Energy-aware MPC simulation study illustrating transient shutdown
prevention.

To contrast with the energy-aware MPC scheme, a con-
strained PID control methodology was also proposed as
a heuristic solution to the energy-aware control problem.
Contrasting with the MPC scheme which forecasts using
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the battery model, the PID methodology proposed uses only
the battery output equation to solve for duty cycle values
which prevent shutdown for the next time step, k + 1.
For each time step, the PID control effort is computed via
standard numerical PID operations, after which the resulting
constraint is checked,

uk ≤
1

RI im(k)
[Γ(q̄(k))− Vmin − VD(k) +RI id(k)] .

(15)
If the constraint is violated, a Newton-Raphson solver deter-
mines the critical duty cycle command, u(c)

k , which results in
shutdown. To ensure the voltage constraint is not exceeded,
the constrained-PID command issued is u

(c)
k − ε, where ε

is an a priori specified threshold. To analyze the potential
benefits of the energy-aware schemes, 500 realizations of
each of the three control methodologies (DVC,PID,MPC)
were simulated until system shutdown. The UGV system was
assumed to have shutdown if one of the three conditions was
met:

1) Exceed cutoff voltage by > 1%, where VSD = 9.5 V
2) Ten second moving average of velocity drops below

25% of expected longitudinal rate
3) Quadratic program becomes infeasible for the MPC

scheme
The resulting PDFs for both the cumulative distance

traveled and the total operational time for the simulations
are illustrated in Figure 7. Furthermore, the failure modes of
each controller type are summarized in Table I. As expected,
DVC failures resulted exclusively due to the battery terminal
voltage exceeding the shutdown voltage. This follows as the
control is not subject to any voltage constraint considerations.
The PID scheme fails as a result of both exceeding the
voltage and velocity thresholds. While the PID controller
attempts to solve for a feasible control effort at each time
step, the heuristic constrained PID does not predict future
states. Thusly, the PID controller can implement a control
action at time, k, resulting in any control effort at k + 1
yielding system shutdown. Finally, the energy-aware MPC
scheme was demonstrated to fail only as a result of plummet-
ing vehicle velocity. Over the 500 realizations of the MPC
scheme, the QP optimization was never infeasible.
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Fig. 7. Box plot presentation of results of energy-aware MPC as compared
to DVC and PID. (a) Operational Time. (b) Cumulative distance.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the energy-aware MPC
algorithm outperforms both the heuristic constrained PID

TABLE I

ENERGY-AWARE SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS FOR EACH PRESENTED

CONTROL STYLE.

Control Battery Voltage Low Velocity QP Infeasible
DVC 100.0 % 0.0 % -
PID 16.0 % 84.0 % -

MPC 0.0 % 100 % 0.0 %

Fig. 8. Energy-aware MPC was implemented on an experimental ground
vehicle as a feasibility test.

method and standard DVC in both the total operational
time and the cumulative distance traveled. In terms of total
operational time for all 500 simulations, the mean energy-
aware MPC system operation time was 248.16 seconds. As
such, the MPC scheme remained operational 48.96 seconds
longer than the proposed heuristic PID method and 109.05
seconds longer than DVC. Furthermore, the mean cumulative
distance traveled for the MPC scheme was 214.24 meters.
Again, the MPC algorithm allowed the simulated UGV to
travel an average of 15.86 meters more than the PID method
and 52.61 additional meters over DVC.

Finally, to determine whether computational requirements
of the MPC algorithm outweighs the benefits of implementa-
tion, the computation time required for both the constrained
PID and the energy-aware MPC were measured. Computa-
tion time included method initialization until an optimal δu∗

k

is found. For the MPC algorithm, the mean computational
time was found to be 6.06 ± 0.88 ms. Contrastingly, the
mean computational time for the constrained PID algorithm
was found to be 2.53±1.78 ms. As the proposed PID routine
must solve a Newton-Raphson, the upper computational time
bound depends on the required number of iterations for
convergence.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL GROUND VEHICLE

As a feasibility test for energy-aware MPC, both DVC
with a constant duty cycle and energy-aware MPC were
implemented on an experimental ground robot, see Fig.
8. For the experimental hardware, a NI-developed DaNI
robotics platform was modified to include additional sensors
for battery and motor monitoring. A 3000 mA-h NiMH
battery pack, that has been parameterized in [10], provides
power for untethered operation. For the feasibility test, the
ground robot remained restricted to longitudinal forward
motion and a single terrain only.
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Fig. 9. Experimental comparison between Direct-vehicle Control and
Energy-Aware MPC for ground vehicle shutdown prevention.

The energy-aware MPC algorithm was implemented
with MATLAB-in-the-loop using the Optimization Toolbox
“quadprog” function to solve the QP and provide the motor
duty cycle to maintain the vehicle velocity. The sensor data
and motor commands were transmitted wirelessly between
the host machine and target robot to solve the quadratic
program online at a rate of 2 Hz with a 20 second prediction
horizon. An arbitrary shutoff voltage of 9.5 volts was selected
to determine if the energy-aware MPC algorithm would be
capable of maintaining the battery voltage constraint in an
experimental setting.

The results of the experimental comparison between DVC
and energy-aware MPC can be found in Fig. 9. As can be
seen, the Energy-Aware MPC scheme begins to taper the
motor duty cycles to preserve the battery terminal voltage
at 9.5 V. In this feasibility study, the Energy-Aware scheme
provided approximately twenty additional seconds of opera-
tion time.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper details the design and feasibility studies of an
Energy-Aware control scheme that prevents transient shut-
down of mobile systems with onboard energy storage. The
proposed Energy-Aware control scheme uses a time-varying
linear approximation of a ground vehicle drive train with
MPC to enforce battery terminal voltage constraints. Conse-
quently, system shutdown that occurs at a battery shutdown
voltage was shown to be delayed via both simulation and

an experiment. The methodology was shown to particularly
excel, compared to direct vehicle control, under transient
load changes. The Monte Carlo simulation results illustrated
average gains of 37.5% for distance traveled and gains of
78.6% for additional time of operation.

Compared with existing energy-aware control schemes, the
proposed MPC approach accounts for transient load changes
at the expense of computational complexity. However, due
to the quadratic program formulation, the optimization can
be extended to include other load sources or energy storage
systems with little additional complexity if the QP form is
maintained [13]. Applications of the energy-aware control
scheme to other mobile systems, such as electric vehicles or
microgrids are anticipated for future works.
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